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Abstract

This project report gives an overview of how voxel datasets can be
used in real time graphics application to achieve global illumination
effects. The report is written as a compliment to a project conducted
in the course TSBK03, Techniques for Advanced Computer Games, at
Linköpings University.

A more detailed description of how a virtual scene consisting of
mesh representations of objects gets voxelized and later used in the
rendering process using voxel cone tracing will be followed by results
in form of screen shots from the application.

The implementation is based on the paper "Interactive Indirect
Illumination Using Voxel Cone Tracing" written by Crassin et al. in
2011 [2]. The results will show that a minimalistic approach to the
proposed methods serves as a proof of concept where visual results
and not scalability is the main focus.
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1 Introduction

In the classical computer graphics rendering pipeline, triangles are trans-
formed, rasterized, and colored individually and rendering is done using lo-
cal lighting models. Having the 3D objects of a given scene rendered using
only mesh data in form of triangles poses certain restrictions to what lighting
models and effects can be achieved.

In offline rendering, physically accurate global illumination has been around
a long time. By the introduction of the rendering equation and Monte Carlo
ray tracing by Kajiya [1] it was possible to create images of high quality,
often indistinguishable from real photographs. Computer Games and other
real time applications however, suffers from the fact that objects in the scene,
as well as the camera, moves around and the light information needs to be
updated in interactive time scales.

There has been a number of suggestions on methods that approximate global
illumination in real time, often in screen space to avoid unnecessary calcu-
lations. In later years, both the graphics hardware and the APIs has made
it possible to consider new ways of achieving global illumination in a truly
global manner. This project report is based on the work of Crassin et al.
and the method of voxel cone tracing introduced in their paper in 2011 [2].

Voxels are a highly versatile representation of three dimensional data and has
proven to be among the most popular representations to allow visualization
of volumetric datasets. Ray marching is the standard way of visualizing
voxel datasets, the dataset is sampled along rays with equal step size and the
color of a pixel is determined by a ray function (eg. alpha composition or
maximum value along the ray) together with a transfer function to separate
different regions of data.

Voxels play an important role in the implementation of this project but they
are not rendered directly with the use of ray marching. Instead a similar
method, cone tracing, is used to indirectly gather light information from
around the scene to determine the color of each pixel on every on-screen
triangle.
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2 Background

Back in 2009, suggestions for using voxel data as a means of achieving global
illumination effects in real time were proposed. Reinbothe et al. [3] voxelized
triangular meshes and proposed a ray marching method for approximating
ambient occlusion in the model space of a given mesh. This was done by a
Monte Carlo sampling method where occlusion was defined as a ray intersec-
tion with a non-empty cell of the 3D rasterization.

Thiedemann et al. generalized the model to account for effects like indirect
diffuse light and the modeling of glossy materials using a voxelized scene
on global level [4]. In the paper, scenes were voxelized with an atlas-based
voxelization technique where for each non-empty texel of the texture atlases,
a point is rendered and the data is inserted into a voxel grid. This technique
proved to be superior compared to previous methods such as single-pass
boundary voxelization and three-way boundary voxelization [4].

A boundary voxelization method produces voxels at the border of the model,
ie. where f(x) = k while a solid voxelization algorithm produces voxels
where f(x) ≤ k. The model in question is defined as a level set where f(x)
is an implicit function and k is the level. The voxelization methods used
for indirect illumination are preferably boundary voxelization models. Light
interaction is not defined inside objects unless it consists of participating
media and solid voxelization models can not handle non watertight meshes
implicitly [4].

The idea of voxel cone tracing introduced by Crassin et al. [2] served as an
improvement to the previous ray marching methods. With cone tracing it
was possible to adapt the sampling step size to the detail level of the voxel
set. This however, requires that whatever voxel set representation is used
in the implementation can be mip mapped and that each mip level of the
voxel set be accessed in the shader. Luckily, the hardware implemented mip
mapping for 3D textures can be accessed via the interface of OpenGL.
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3 Method

The method used is a proposed minimal version of the one described in
Crassin’s paper [2]. The implementation is relatively simple but still man-
ages to produce convincing results and illustrates the concept of global illu-
mination methods using voxel cone tracing.

3.1 Voxelization

The voxelization method used is the one proposed in OpenGL Insights 2012
[5]. The method relies heavily on the image load/store functions introduced
in GLSL for OpenGL version 4.2. The image store function makes it possible
to write to an arbitrary texel within the GLSL shader program instead of
having to link a frame buffer object to the render target texture. Using
frame buffer objects it is possible to render one slice at a time and in that
way produce a single-pass boundary voxelization. This was done as a first
test since it does not require any of the later versions of OpenGL. With
this voxelization technique it was possible to run the application on Mac
OSX 10.11 which supports OpenGL version 4.1. The method is simple but
not very fast and can not handle all types of meshes properly. As stated by
Thiedemann [4], this voxelization method suffers from the inability to handle
triangles with normals nearly parallel to the view plane they are projected
on; see image 1.

Figure 1: A single-pass boundary voxelization (left) compared with a 3-way
boundary voxelization (right) [4].

By using the proposed method instead, it is possible to voxelize the whole
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scene in one single draw call. The voxelization pipeline is described in the
book but can be summarized as in figure 2.

Figure 2: Simple voxelization pipeline described in OpenGL Insights [5].

In a geometry shader, each triangle is projected on to the plane orthogonal
to its dominant axis. The dominant axis, v{x,y,z}, is defined as the one of
the three coordinate axes that provides the maximum value for l{x,y,z} =∣∣n · v{x,y,z}

∣∣ where n is the triangle normal. Once the triangles are rasterized
as shown in figure 3, they can be written to the 3D texture from the fragment
shader. Here each rasterized 2D fragment (pixel) will be written to a 3D
texture in the form of "voxel fragments" [5] using the image store operation.

Figure 3: Dominant axis projection. The left image shows the rasterized
triangles where the x-axis is dominant projected on the plane orthogonal to
the x-axis. The same is done for the y-axis (middle) and the z-axis (right).

Conservative rasterization ensures that all triangles gets written to voxel
fragments. Since only the coverage of the center of each pixel is tested against
triangles in the rasterization step, the unchanged triangles does not ensure
a correct 6-separating surface voxelization [5]. This step is skipped for this
implementation for simplicity since it does not play a major role in the final
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result. However, it is worth to notice that some cases (for example when an
area light source gets too small) the algorithm might not produce any voxels
which can lead to unwanted results. The conservative rasterization is seen
as future work.

The attribute data saved in the voxel grid is radiance which is calculated for
every voxel fragment with a local lighting model. The radiance values are
saved as one 8 bit value for each of the three color channels as well as one
for alpha. The alpha value is used so that dark voxels can be saved in the
dataset and the cone traced radiosity value of a given cone can be determined
using alpha composition.

Since objects are generally moving around in the scene, the voxel grid needs
to be updated every frame. This is done by rendering movable objects after
the global illumination has been computed, but instead of saving radiance
values for every voxel fragment, the texture value is set to 0 for all channels.

3.2 Voxel Cone Tracing

Voxel cone tracing is essentially the same thing as normal ray marching except
that the sample volume at each step along the ray gets bigger for increased
distance to the origin of the ray. This results in an approximate cone shape
of the complete sample line. The bigger sample volumes can be achieved by
sampling the voxel dataset at different mip levels.

OpenGL provides the ability to interpolate between different levels of a mip
map with the use of the function textureLod(). When marching along a
ray, the mip level of the cone sampling can be derived from the diameter of
the cross sectional circle of the cone at a given distance from the origin. The
mip level is calculated according to equation 1.

mipLevel = log2 (d/voxelSize) (1)

Where d is the diameter of the cross sectional circle of the cone and voxelSize
is the global length of one voxel in any major axis direction at the smallest
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mip level. The value of d can be derived with simple trigonometry and is
given in equation 2.

d = 2t× tan (θ/2) (2)

Where t is the distance from the origin of the cone, and θ is the angle of the
cone. A visual representation of the cone is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Visualization of a cone.

One important advantage that cone tracing offers is the fact that the sam-
pling steps are allowed to be bigger as the mip level increases. For a given
sample step length δ along a traced cone, the next sample step length can
be expressed as αδ, where α is given in equation 3.

α =
(1 + tan (θ/2))

(1− tan (θ/2))
, 0 < θ < π/2 (3)

The equation for α can be derived geometrically from the shape of the cone.
Having the varying sample step size helps in speeding up the rendering since
less samples are needed.

3.3 Rendering

Having access to the voxelized version of the scene to be rendered makes it
possible to achieve the global illumination effects aimed at. The mip mapped
3D texture can be sampled with voxel cone tracing around a given fragment
to generate ambient light (indirect diffuse light), soft cast shadows and glossy
reflections.
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3.3.1 Indirect Diffuse Light

Indirect diffuse light can be approximated by a crude Monte Carlo integra-
tion where a number of "ambient cones" [2] are traced from each fragment
in its global position with directions relative to the normal of the surface.
Crassin [2] proposed using 5 ambient cones; in this implementation, 6 am-
bient cones are used since they nicely fit the shape of a half dodecahedron
which approximates a hemisphere; see figure 5. In practice, the angle of the
ambient cones need to be decreased to avoid voxel sampling from the near
surface since the cones otherwise would penetrate it. A good compromise
with accuracy seemed to be angles between π/4 and π/3.

Figure 5: Monte Carlo integration over the hemisphere using 6 ambient cones.

3.3.2 Direct Diffuse Light

By knowing the position of any given light source, one cone can be traced
towards it from the surface point to be rendered. This cone would be the
equivalence of a shadow ray in ray tracing; but because of the alpha composi-
tion and the cone shape, it will be able to produce soft cast shadows without
the use of multisampling. The diffuse part of the BRDF of the rendered
surface determine how much of the light gets reflected back in the camera
direction. For simplicity, a Lambertian model is used for all diffuse surfaces.
A bigger area light source will contribute to softer shadows. The angle of the
cone corresponding to a particular area of the light source can therefore be
determined geometrically from the light source area and the distance to the
cone origin.
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3.3.3 Glossy Reflections

Similarly as for the diffuse cone, a specular cone can be traced from the
surface point in a reflected direction relative to the surface normal. The
glossiness of the surface can be determined by the angle of the cone. A
bigger cone angle will result in a rougher surface while a cone angle close to
0 will result in near perfect specular reflection. In contrast to Monte Carlo
ray tracing, the rendering of a very rough surface is faster than for a highly
specular one due to the varying sample step lengths.

4 Results and Discussion

To show the global illumination effects achieved by the algorithm, the scene in
the example consists of a Cornell box and a couple of meshes whose materials
can be changed in real time.

The program can be executed in around 30 frames per second on an Nvidia
GeForce GTX660Ti GPU with a voxel set resolution of 1283. Using a reso-
lution of 643, the program could easily run in 60 frames per second. As seen
in figure 6, a variety of BRDFs can be modeled and changed in real time.

Figure 7 shows how color bleeding is achieved using 6 ambient cones. The
left side of the bunny picks up red color diffusely reflected from the wall.

By changing the angle of the direct diffuse cone, both hard and soft cast
shadows can be acieved, see figure 8. In the implementation this is done by
letting the user change the diameter of the light source which has the shape
of a sphere.

Changing the angle of the specular cones yields different roughness for spec-
ular surfaces. This effect is demonstrated in figure 9.

In figure 10 it is demonstrated that all objects can be given a radiance value
which makes them self luminous. This effect works best for low radiances
since those objects will not be treated as light sources in the sense that
shadow rays will not be traced towards them. However, they can produce
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Figure 6: The application can model different materials. The bunny to the
left has a mix between a diffuse and a specular BRDF. The monkey to the
right has a specular BRDF with a slightly bigger cone angle which makes the
surface look rougher.

convincing diffuse light due to the ambient cone tracing.

A comparison between the voxel cone tracing method and the classical Phong
model is shown in figure 11. Here the ambient term of the Phong rendering
is set to 0. This shows how all the ambient light gathered in figure 11a is
due to the ambient cones. Since the Phong model only works on a local level
it is not able to handle cast shadows. This is however possible in the case of
voxel cone tracing due to shadow rays.

The same image showing only the voxels rendered with ray casting is shown
in figure 12. This voxel set is sampled when cone tracing. The image shows
a common artifact referred to as wood graining due to the circles of different
brightness seen on the back wall resembling wood grains. This problem arises
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Figure 7: Color bleeding achieved with ambient cone tracing.

(a) A smaller light source will make
the cone angles smaller and yield
hard edges for the cast shadows.

(b) A bigger light source will make
the cone angles bigger and yield soft
edges for the cast shadows.

Figure 8: Different cone angles for direct diffuse cones yields different softness
in cast shadows.
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(a) A bigger specular cone angle
yields rougher specular reflections.

(b) A smaller specular cone angle
yields less rough specular reflections.

Figure 9: By varying the specular cone angle for specular objects the rough-
ness can be changed, approximating glossy material.

Figure 10: Self luminance can be achieved by adding radiance to the voxels
in the voxelization step.
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(a) Voxel cone tracing for global illu-
mination.

(b) Phong model for local illumina-
tion.

Figure 11: A comparison between the voxel cone tracing method for global
illumination and the phong model for local illumination.

due to the finite step length of ray marching. The problem can be overcome
by either using shorter step length or by randomly displacing the sampling
points along the ray (resulting in noise which is often less annoying than
regular aliasing such as the wood grain artifacts). The wood grain problem
is not handled in the implementation since it is less evident for indirect
sampling than for direct visualization of voxel data.

Figure 9 gives a small hint to a common problem with voxel cone tracing for
global illumination. The cast shadow just under the bunny shows a small
light area which should not be there. This is due to an offset given to each
traced cone in the direction of the surface normal. This offset serves the
purpose of preventing self sampling since the surface itself (in this case the
floor) also is voxelized. This means that the cone will miss the underside of
the bunny and sample from the inside where the voxels are given radiance
due to direct light from the light source.

Another issue of this implementation that is not visible for still images comes
from the non-deterministic order in which voxel fragments are rendered. The
problem is discussed in OpenGL Insights [5] and arises where two or more
triangles, say T1 and T2, of different color intersects the same voxel when they
are voxelized. The parallel nature of gpu processing makes it possible that
T1 gets rasterized before T2 and vice versa which in this case would mean
that the texture value gets overwritten by the latter of the two.
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Figure 12: Visualization of the voxelized scene.

The solution is to implement an atomic average between two values. This
could be done by using GLSLs imageAtomicCompSwap() to implement a
moving avarage [5]. To overcome overflow issues when adding two high values
together, the alpha channel is then used as a counter [5]. However, as stated
in section 3.1 the alpha value is reserved for alpha composition. It would
be possible to have a separate texture storing these counters but this would
require an overhead of extra storage and texture lookups which was not
considered in this implementation.

5 Future Work

With this implementation being a minimalistic take on Crassin’s implemen-
tation [2], it is not in its current state scalable to real world applications
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such as games. There is still a lot of room for optimization which could
aid in faster rendering, higher resolution voxel grids and more accurate light
approximations.

One of the major issues discussed in the paper by Crassin [2] was for the
algorithm to handle big scenes. The method proposed to solve this involves
more technical details not considered here. The basic idea was to, instead
of storing voxel data in a texture, define an octree data structure which is
traversed for every cone sample. Every node in the octree stores attribute
data corresponding to the depth of the tree at that node which makes it
possible to sample the voxel data at different mip-levels. Using such a data
structure for storing voxel data it would be possible to scale the scenes up
to bigger sizes since the voxels are stored sparsely. This was ignored for this
implementation for simplicity and for the fact that it is not relevant in the
case of a proof of concept which this project serves to be.

For truly global environments where large parts of the scene is occluded from
the light source it would be appropriate to introduce cast shadows even for
the local lighting model used in the voxelization step. In figure 12, the objects
do not cast shadows which makes the indirect light contribution somewhat
inaccurate. The simplest and most scalable way to deal with this problem
would be to introduce shadow mapping in the voxelization step. Since the
voxels are not visualized directly in the global illumination rendering, the
drawbacks (hard shadows and limited resolution) of a simple shadow map
would not be directly visible.

Since the only data stored in the voxel set is radiosity it is not possible to
compute more than one light bounce. If also the surface normals were stored,
more light bounces could be achieved and probably yield a better result (at
the cost of rendering time). Normals could possibly be stored in the same
texture as the radiosity values by doubling the amount of rows in the texture.
Or they could be stored in a separate texture, possibly using the alpha values
of that texture as the counter for an implementation of an atomic moving
average function.
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6 Conclusion

By considering the basic concept of mesh voxelization and voxel cone tracing
as a means for global illumination in a real time OpenGL application, this
report has shown that an implementation can be used as a proof of concept
of the basic techniques.

The full potential of the method is not utilized since the use of octree data
structures was not implemented. However, the more simple implementation
presented and discussed in this project report showed to be enough to achieve
visually convincing results.

The overall method can be seen as a two pass rendering method where the
whole scene is voxelized in the first step and then rendered with the use of
the voxel set in the second.

We have seen the implementation being able to achieve the major global
illumination effects such as color bleeding, soft shadows and glossy materials
not easily handled in the traditional graphics pipeline.

The voxel cone tracing method for global illumination is currently only used
sparsely in games due to its computational cost but might get to be a more
widely used method in the future of global illumination renderings for real
time applications such as games where realistic visual effects play major roles
to the gaming experience.
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